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This paper explores the question of polymetric patterns in fourth-century Attic funerary inscriptions. While 
the vast majority of metrical epitaphs of the period use either regular hexametric or elegiac patterns (and a 
smaller number iambic meters), a group of about one hundred inscriptions presents mixed dactylic 
patterns, which are also occasionally augmented with iambic meters. Most of these fourth-century 
inscriptions are short, totaling four to six lines. They present metrical lines in an unusual order: poems may 
start with one or two pentameters, followed by one or more hexameters, and so on.  
To account for these peculiar patterns, scholars have pointed out that personal names often present 
metrical difficulties. However, as explained by Kassel 1975 and already commented upon in Critias’ famous 
elegiac poem which includes one iambic line (frg. 4 West, 5th cent. BC), personal names tend to be 
accommodated to the meter (lengthening or shortening of problematic vowels, splitting between lines, etc). 
In longer polymetric epitaphs of the Roman period, where meters are often divided into stanzas, personal 
names usually appear with accommodations in multiple metrical patterns, thereby disproving the argument 
from personal names. In addition, the layout of the inscriptions cannot be used reliably to infer the intent 
of the composers. The text often runs in a continuous flow across lines, or it is arranged according to 
metrical lines with no apparent pattern of intent across the corpus.  
This paper takes a different approach which insists on the overall rhythmical pattern to explain the unusual 
metrical arrangement of the lines in fourth-century Attic inscriptions. Our hypothesis is that these patterns 
were intentional on the part of the composers as they sought to create rhythmical effects that would have 
been heard in performance. The overlap between grammatical structures and metrical structures would 
have served to emphasize these rhythmical effects, especially through enjambment across lines. 
To test the hypothesis, two complementary methods were employed. First, treebanks were created using 
the Arethusa treebanking app on the Perseids platform. Simple xml markup indicating the rhythm of each 
line was coupled with the underlying treebank data in the Arethusa app. Experimental code allowed us to 
display metrical structures over each line on hover, thereby showing where grammatical and metrical 
structures overlap. For instance, in the case of CEG 509, we found that the poem presents a high degree of 
parallelism, as it is organized around four coordinated verbs which are further coordinated into two pairs. 
Furthermore, the first two hexameters of the four-line poem are connected by “adding internal”, a type of 
enjambment that closely connects the lines because the enjambed grammatical structure is part of the 
previous clause. In this case, it is the indirect object of the verb found in the first line. The second pair of 
lines, composed of one hexameter and one pentameter, is only loosely connected by an instance of “adding 
external” enjambment, whereby the second structure is grammatically connected to the first (in this case by 
a relative pronoun) but not necessary to the completion of the first clause. In this way, the last line creates 
a striking effect at the close of the poem because of the change in rhythm and the rather loose coupling 
with the previous lines, which could be represented with a slight pause in performance. Such breaks 
between a hexameter and a pentameter are rarely found in strictly elegiac patterns, especially in the 
manuscript tradition, where elegiac distichs tend to be deeply connected to one another through necessary 
enjambment or other such coupling mechanisms (see Tsagalis 2008).   
The second method employed to test our hypothesis was to create CTS inventories documenting all 
investigated features of each poem. The test case is available in a GitHub repository 
(https://github.com/Marie-ClaireBeaulieu/MetricalInscriptions). The inventories documented the physical 
layout of the inscription, its orthography, morphology, and syntax. Additional possibilities include named 
entities, intertextual references, etc. These analyses involve both the tokenization and the deformation of 
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the text. Tokenization breaks the text down into chunks, usually individual words. For each of these, 
various corresponding deformations are added, such as morphological analysis (case, gender, number), and 
metrical value (a combination of long and short syllables). CTS URNs offer a way to identify each token 
unambiguously, while CITE URNs offer a way to produce, publish, maintain, integrate, and reuse an open-
ended body of analyses. All analyses are implicitly aligned to each other through CTS URNs. 
Steps needed in order to make this test case a regular workflow include adding a CITE persister to 
Arethusa in order to capture syntactic analyses. In this way, we will be able to integrate syntactic analyses 
with other types of analyses, such as metrical ones. Also, each of these analyses will be unambiguously 
citable through a CITE URN. 
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